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Fowl For the GoverNor: the tomb oF 
GoverNor DjehutINakht Iv or v 

at Dayr al-barShā reINveStIGateD, I. 
archItecture aND archaeoloGy

By marleeN De meyer and Peter DIlS *

In 2009 the shaft of  governor Djehutinakht Iv or v at Dayr al-barshā was re-excavated. this tomb 
with its well-preserved funerary equipment had been discovered by George reisner in 1915, and most 
of  its contents are housed at the mFa in boston. while the primary objective was the documentation 
of  the architecture of  the tomb, a deposit was found inside the shaft that had not been touched by 
reisner. bones belonging to ducks and cranes and pottery inside this deposit form the sole surviving 
remnants of  food offerings in the burial of  this middle kingdom governor. In addition, a number 
of  human remains that had been carefully placed in the eastern side chamber of  the shaft may have 
belonged to the governor’s wife, also named Djehutinakht.

on 29 april 1915 the harvard university–museum of  Fine arts boston expedition, 
under the direction of  George andrew reisner, discovered the burial chamber of  the 
tomb of  a provincial governor named Djehutinakht at Dayr al-barshā.1 this tomb is 
located on the north hill and was numbered by reisner as shaft 10a. In the new naming 
system of  tombs at Dayr al-barshā used by leuven university, this tomb is labelled 
as 17l04/1 and is located in Zone 2 (figs 1–2).2 although the tomb had been robbed in 
the past, reisner still found most of  the funerary equipment inside the burial chamber, 
and this is now housed at the museum of  Fine arts (mFa) in boston. this included 
two nested coffins belonging to the governor, Djehutinakht (outer coffin b1bo and 
inner coffin b2bo; fig. 3), and the dismantled remains of  three more coffins belonging 

* author affiliations: m. De meyer, research Foundation Flanders and ku leuven, belgium; P. Dils, 
Sächsische akademie der wissenschaften zu leipzig, Germany. we warmly thank the curators of  the Department 
of  art of  the ancient world at the mFa, rita Freed, lawrence berman, and Denise Doxey, for providing access 
to the reisner archives.

1 the excavations that reisner undertook at Dayr al-barshā remain largely unpublished, but the catalogue of  the 
recent exhibit ‘the Secrets of  tomb 10a: egypt 2000 bc’ at the museum of  Fine arts in boston (mFa) provides 
detailed information about tomb 10a, illustrated with wonderful colour photographs of  many of  the finds: r. e. 
Freed, l. m. berman, D. m. Doxey, and N. S. Picardo, The Secrets of  Tomb 10A (boston, 2009). In the past only 
a few short accounts of  the excavation were available: D. Dunham, ‘the tomb of  Dehuti-Nekht and his wife, 
about 2000 b.c.’, BMFA 19 (1921), 43–6; D. Dunham, The Egyptian Department and Its Excavations (boston, 
1958), 64–73; e. l. b. terrace, Egyptian Paintings of  the Middle Kingdom: The Tomb of  Djehuty-Nekht (New 
york, 1968). See also S. D’auria, P. lacovara, and c. h. roehrig (eds), Mummies and Magic: The Funerary Arts 
of  Ancient Egypt (boston, 1988), 109–17; S. D’auria and m. leveque, ‘objects from the tomb of  Djehutynakht 
in the museum of  Fine arts, boston: Scientific analysis and conservation’, in S. Schoske (ed.), Methoden und 
Geschichte der Ägyptologie: Informatik, Keramologie, Anthropologie. Akten des vierten Internationalen Ägyptologen-
Kongresses, München 1985 (bSak 1; hamburg, 1988), 33–4.

2 h. willems, m. De meyer, D. Depraetere, c. Peeters, S. hendrickx, t. herbich, D. klemm, r. klemm, 
l. op De beeck, and m. Depauw, ‘Preliminary report of  the 2002 campaign of  the belgian mission to Deir 
al-barsha’, MDAIK 60 (2004), 248–50.
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Fig. 1. Ground plan of  the area with the middle kingdom governors’ tombs (Zone 2), 
showing the location of  tomb 17l04/1 (drawing P. Dils). 

Fig. 2. the collapsed superstructure of  tomb 17l04/1 (photo m. De meyer). 
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to his wife, also named Djehutinakht (middle coffin b3bo, inner coffin b4bo, and outer 
coffin b8bo, the latter only being known through photographs).3 most remarkable, 
however, was the large collection of  wooden tomb models found scattered about.4 
 the date of  the tomb of  Djehutinakht has been much debated, as it is not clear where 
exactly this Djehutinakht needs to be placed in the line of  middle kingdom nomarchs 
of  the hare Nome. the present consensus dates him at the end of  the eleventh Dynasty 
or the beginning of  the twelfth, but both an identification with Djehutinakht Iv (son 
of  ahanakht I) and Djehutinakht v (son of  Nehri I) remain possible.5 the absolute 
dating of  both these nomarchs has convincingly been argued by Gestermann.6 

Fig. 3. entrance to the burial chamber of  shaft 17l04/1a as found by reisner, with blocking slabs removed, 
with the nested coffins of  Djehutynakht exposed. eGyc6810 Deir el-bersha: harvard university-boston 

museum of  Fine arts expedition. courtesy museum of  Fine arts, boston 
(photo mohammed Shadduf, may 3, 1915). 

3 h. willems, Chests of  Life: A Study of  the Typology and Conceptual Development of  Middle Kingdom Standard 
Class Coffins (mveol 25; leiden, 1988), 20, 70–4.

4 For studies on the tomb models, see D’auria and leveque, in Schoske (ed.), Methoden und Geschichte 
der Ägyptologie, 33–40; N. lokma, ‘the reconstruction of  a Group of  wooden models from the tomb of  
Djehutinakht in the museum of  Fine arts, boston’, BARCE 181 (2001–2002), 3–6; S. Gänsicke, P. hatchfield, 
a. hykin, m. Svoboda, and c. mei-an tsu, ‘the ancient egyptian collection at the museum of  Fine arts, 
boston, I: a review of  treatments in the Field and their consequences’, Journal of  the American Institute for 
Conservation 42/2 (2003), 167–92; S. Gänsicke, P. hatchfield, a. hykin, m. Svoboda, and c. mei-an tsu, ‘the 
ancient egyptian collection at the museum of  Fine arts, boston, II: a review of  Former treatments at the 
mFa and their consequences’, JAIC 42/2 (2003), 193–236; Freed et al., The Secrets of  Tomb 10A, 150–77.

5 For an overview of  the suggested dates for this tomb, see a. m. roth and c. h. roehrig, ‘the bersha 
Procession: a New reconstruction’, JMFA 1 (1989), 31–2; e. brovarski, ‘ahanakht of  bersheh and the hare 
Nome in the First Intermediate Period and middle kingdom’, in w. k. Simpson and w. m. Davis (eds), Studies 
in Ancient Egypt, the Aegean, and the Sudan: Essays in Honor of  Dows Dunham on the Occasion of  His 90th Birthday, 
June 1, 1980 (boston, 1981), 29, fig. 13; h. willems, ‘the Nomarchs of  the hare Nome and early middle 
kingdom history’, JEOL 28 (1983–84), 80–102; willems, Chests of  Life, 70. brovarski favours Djehutinakht v, 
while willems remains undecided.

6 l. Gestermann, ‘Die Datierung der Nomarchen von hermopolis aus dem frühen mittleren reich: eine 
Phantomdebatte?’, ZÄS 135 (2008), 11–13.
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 During February–march 2009, shaft 17l04/1a (reisner 10a; fig. 4) was re-excavated.7 
although reisner had completely excavated the shaft in 1915, some debris had fallen 
in again, which needed to be removed to document the architecture and to make a 
photographic recording. the previously published section and ground plan of  the 
shaft were clearly simplified versions of  the actual structure.8 During the course of  
these excavations, a small area in the shaft was found that had not been excavated by 
the reisner mission. 

7 For a popular account of  this excavation, including several colour photographs, see m. De meyer and 
h. willems, ‘opgraven bij kaarslicht: reisners ontdekking van het graf  van Djehoetinacht Iv in Dayr al-barshā’, 
Ta-Mery: Jaarlijks magazine voor de vrienden van het oude Egypte 2 (2009), 26–39.

8 terrace, Egyptian Paintings of  the Middle Kingdom, 13.

Fig. 4. Shaft 17l04/1a in the heavily damaged inner room of  tomb 17l04/1 (photo m. De meyer). 
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Architecture 
(P. Dils and M. De Meyer)

1. Superstructure (figs 2, 5–6, 9)
the tomb complex to which the burial of  Djehutinakht belongs is unusual in form, but 
due to destruction by quarrying and subsequent collapse (fig. 2), it can only partly be 
reconstructed. the superstructure consists of  an outer room, leading to two separate 
inner rooms, each holding one shaft (fig. 5). this ground plan differs from the ground 
plan frequently seen in other middle kingdom nomarchal tombs at Dayr al-barshā, 
which consists of  two large consecutive rooms with a central axis and two parallel 
shafts in each room. this is the case for the tombs of  ahanakht I, the large tomb to 
the east of  ahanakht I whose owner is unidentified, and the tomb of  Nehri I (fig. 1). 
a 3D rendering of  the tomb is provided in fig. 9, but it should be noted that the 
reconstruction of  the outer room of  the superstructure is largely hypothetical due to 
the extensive damage that this area has suffered. 

Fig. 5. Ground plan of  tomb 17l04/1 (drawing m. De meyer and P. Dils). 
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 the original façade of  tomb 17l04/1 has been completely destroyed by quarrying, 
but a shallow cut in the bedrock indicates where its northern corner was located. while 
this gives an indication of  the thickness of  the façade, it is not enough to ascertain its 
exact orientation. the suspected location of  the original entrance to the tomb could 
not be excavated due to large collapsed roof  blocks lying on top of  the debris. as 
neither the exact orientation of  the façade, nor the orientation of  the inner wall, can be 
reconstructed with any certainty, the width of  the passage is also unknown. Prolonging 
the visible remains of  the façade and south wall eastwards would lead to a wall thickness 
of  c.1.50 m where the doorway is assumed to be. the difference in height between the 
façade and the floor level inside suggests the presence of  a threshold at the entrance. 
 the outer chamber contains a rectangular shaft on the left (17l04/1c). there is 
sufficient room for a second shaft on the right, but no trace of  it is visible. For safety 
reasons no trial trench could be excavated to assess the existence of  a possible shaft. 
however, the excavation diary of  the 1915 reisner mission indicates that they searched 
for a shaft in the eastern 9 part of  the room and did not find one.10 
 while the rear (north) wall of  the chamber was left intact by quarrymen as a 
supporting pillar, it has partially collapsed later and shifted forward and downward, with 
blocks breaking off on the east. the western end of  the rear wall is the best preserved 
part. In the corner formed with the western side wall, the height of  the ceiling can be 
reconstructed. based on this element, the outer room was approximately 2.58 m high, 
combining the height of  the wall above the doorway on the displaced part of  the ceiling 
with the reconstructable height of  the doorway (fig. 6). the northern end of  the west 
wall was left standing by quarrymen as part of  a supporting pillar. It has however 
shifted forward, along with the rear wall of  the chamber, and partially collapsed into 
the room. the southern part of  the west wall was quarried away, but the southwestern 
corner of  the room could be traced in a sondage, and stands to a height of  28 cm. a 
small portion of  the northern part of  the entrance wall is preserved to a height of  9 cm. 
Interestingly, this wall shifts direction twice, meaning there was a recess of  about 60 
cm deep and 1.65 m wide in the southwestern part of  the room. the purpose of  this 
is unclear.
 the passage leading to the inner chamber with shaft 17l04/1a has a width of  1.29 m 
and is fully preserved. a second passage leading to the inner chamber containing shaft 
17l04/1b must have been located further to the south in the rear wall, but no traces 
of  it are presently visible. Part of  the ceiling of  the passage to this third chamber is 
just visible, but the width of  the passage cannot be ascertained as the debris could 
not be removed for safety reasons, and the right jamb of  the passage is most likely 
quarried away anyway. the east wall of  the outer chamber is entirely quarried away, 
but a small portion of  the wall with a smoothed surface may have been left standing 
as a pillar by quarrymen. Since walls are often quarried away starting or ending in a 
pre-existing corner, it is possible that the southern edge of  the pillar indicates where 
the southwestern corner of  the outer room was located. however, during the event that 
caused the collapse of  the ceiling, a ceiling block shifted to the southwest, causing the 

9 the orientation of  the room sits at an angle to a strict north–south orientation, but the orientation that the 
egyptians had in mind will be adhered to in this description. this means that the shafts are described as being 
oriented north–south, with a burial chamber to the south.

10 G. a. reisner and l. Story, Deir el-Bersheh Expedition Diary, From March 10, 1915 to May 30, 1915 
(unpublished: mFa, boston), entry of  27 may 1915: ‘clearing rock east of  10 b but no pit appeared’.
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pillar to lean to the northeast. It is unclear whether the pillar also pivoted, causing the 
direction of  the wall surface to change. Despite these shifts, it is fair to assume that this 
part of  the east wall is still generally in its original position and did not shift towards 
the west. If  this is the case, it also indicates that the east wall abuts almost directly onto 
the second doorway in the north wall. the two entry ways leading to chambers 2 and 
3 would thus not be placed symmetrically along a central axis. 
 the one shaft that is located in the outer room, 17l04/1c, is now partially covered 
by debris,11 but extends beyond 3 m in length (estimated 3.07 m to 3.15 m, with a width 
of  1.39 m). It ends at less than half  a meter before the passageway leading to shaft 
17l04/1a, which does not allow for much floor space to enter the second room. this 
seems to indicate that the room with shaft 17l04/1a was added at a later point in time 
and was not part of  the original plan. another argument for this theory is the awkward 
angle at which the inner rooms branch off from the outer room.

11 this shaft was labelled 10b by the reisner mission and excavated between 20–26 may 1915. the burial 
chamber had been robbed, and the remains of  the wooden funerary equipment were heavily eaten by ants. 
the coffin fragments revealed that shaft 10b belonged to a woman named Satmeket. her relationship to the 
Djehutinakht in shaft 17l04/1a and the unknown occupant of  shaft 17l04/1b is not known. It has been 
suggested she may have been Djehutinakht’s daughter, but no firm evidence for this contention exists: D’auria 
et al. (eds), Mummies and Magic, 110.

Fig. 6. North–south section a–a’ of  tomb 17l04/1, with a reconstruction of  the superstructure 
(drawing m. De meyer and P. Dils). 
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 the inner rooms each contain one rectangular shaft: the eastern one is reisner shaft 
6D (17l04/1b),12 the western one is reisner shaft 10a (17l04/1a; fig. 4). the south 
wall of  the eastern chamber is entirely destroyed, and the original height of  the room 
can no longer be reconstructed. only the southwestern corner of  the room was left 
standing by the quarrymen, but has collapsed beyond recognition and is very unstable. 
Shaft 17l04/1b is not positioned parallel to the side walls of  the chamber, but slightly 
at an angle. Its maximal dimensions are 3.20 m × 1.59 m.
 the passage leading to the western inner room has a ceiling with a downward slope. 
Debris covers the floor of  this passage, but the absolute level of  the floor slopes down 
only 3 cm from south to north. at the end of  the passage, a step with a height of  32 
cm gives access to the inner room. the south wall of  this inner chamber is completely 
preserved, indicating that the room had a height of  1.78 m and was thus considerably 
lower than the outer room. the actual height of  the room is only preserved in its 
southeastern corner, but can be estimated in the southwestern corner as well since the 
onset of  the ceiling is visible there. however, the ceiling in itself  is otherwise entirely 
quarried away for up to a height of  at least 1.40 m above its original level. 
 the south wall of  the western inner room is only roughly smoothed, and there is no 
indication that decoration was ever present. this is also the case for the other walls in 
this chamber that are generally preserved up to a height of  about 1m. a small portion 
of  the rear wall is visible amidst the debris overlain by limestone blocks. this room 
was never entirely excavated due to safety reasons. the debris that once filled this 
chamber supported the unstable limestone blocks above. when reisner had most of  
the debris inside the chamber cleared to gain access to the shaft 10a, he put up walls of  
loosely stacked limestone blocks around the shaft as supports. only the southwestern 
corner of  the shaft was kept free of  these blocks. to remove more of  the debris inside 
the chamber would lead to the collapse of  the already unstable roof  blocks. the floor 
surface of  the chamber is largely taken up by rectangular shaft 17l04/1a (3.16 m × 
1.56 m), which held the burial of  governor Djehutinakht and his wife.

2. Substructure (figs 6–9)
Shaft 17l04/1a is generally oriented north–south and measures 10.14 m deep in the 
north and 10.65 m in the south (fig. 6). the floor of  the shaft slopes down from north 
to south, and this slope continues into the burial chamber that is situated beyond the 
southern shaft wall.13 this slope undoubtedly served to ease the movement of  the 
heavy wooden coffins into the burial chamber. with a width of  1.32 m and a height of  
1.68 m the entrance to the burial chamber was just wide enough to accommodate the 
large coffins of  governor Djehutinakht and his wife. the largest coffin was the outer 
coffin of  lady Djehutinakht that reisner found in fragments in the shaft and not in 
the burial chamber itself  (fig. 13), with a width of  1.20 m based on its lid.14 the outer 
coffin of  governor Djehutinakht was only slightly smaller, with a width of  1.15 m.15 

12 this shaft was excavated by the reisner mission between 6–18 april 1915. the contents of  the burial 
chamber were nearly completely destroyed by theft, fire, and humidity. the name of  the owner of  this shaft 
remains unknown.

13 Note that the north arrow is inverted on the ground plan published in terrace, Egyptian Paintings of  the 
Middle Kingdom, 13.

14 these dimensions are according to the notes of  reisner, since the location of  the fragments of  the outer 
coffin of  lady Djehutinakht remains unknown (reisner object register 15-5-4).

15 Freed et al., The Secrets of  Tomb 10A, 206, figs 67 and 76.
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Fig. 7a. Ground plan of  shaft 17l04/1a (drawing m. De meyer and P. Dils). 

Fig. 7b. Detail of  the deposit in the northern part of  the shaft (drawing m. De meyer).
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Fig.8. Sections of  shaft 17l04/1a (drawing m. De meyer and P. Dils).
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the passage for these coffins was even narrower in the superstructure of  the tomb. the 
doorway leading from the outer into the inner room has a width of  1.25 m, leaving only 
5 cm to manoeuvre the outer coffin of  lady Djehutinakht into the inner room with the 
tomb shaft.
 the shaft was accessed in antiquity from its northeastern corner. In the northern part 
of  the eastern shaft wall twenty-one climbing holes were hewn out in the rock, while 
in the eastern part of  the northern shaft wall twenty of  them are present (fig. 8). these 
climbing holes are fairly deep and well made, and workmen would have used them 
while wedging their backs into the corner of  the shaft. at first sight the northeastern 
corner seems an inconvenient location for these holes, as it is all the way in the back 
of  the tomb. however, such climbing holes are usually located at the opposite side of  
where the burial chamber is found, allowing for a descent all the way to the bottom of  
the shaft that is not hindered by the opening of  the burial chamber. 
 the dimensions of  the burial chamber are 3.39 m × 3.31 m, with a height of  1.58 m 
at the entrance of  the chamber and 2.00 m at the rear wall. the walls are undecorated 
and roughly dressed, but they are fairly regularly cut and the chamber appears to be 
fully finished. this is in contrast to the two small side chambers that open up into the 
eastern and western shaft walls. these side rooms are roughly hewn, with irregularly 
cut floors and ceilings, and no clear corners. their dimensions are largely similar: the 
eastern side room measures 1.74 m × 1.62 m with a height of  0.84 m, while the western 
one measures 1.56 m × 1.42 m with a height of  0.78 m.

Fig.9. 3D reconstruction of  tomb 17l04/1 (drawing m. hense).
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 at present no closing slabs of  any of  these three rooms remain in situ, but this was 
not the case in 1915. on photo c6807 (fig. 10), taken by the reisner mission and now 
preserved at the mFa in boston, the western closing block of  an original pair of  two 
can be observed in situ in front of  the entrance to the burial chamber (see fig. 8 for a 
reconstruction of  these closing slabs). this block was broken into pieces by reisner’s 
workmen to allow for easier access to the burial chamber. reisner’s diary merely says 
‘the remaining door-block was pulled away from the entrance to the burial chamber’,16 
but fragments of  this block and its neighbour — that had been broken up by tomb 
robbers before reisner — were retrieved neatly arranged in both side rooms of  the 
shaft. It is clear from the old photograph that the exterior facing of  the closing block is 
roughly dressed, but fragments recovered by the belgian mission show that the interior 
facing has a smooth surface. the bottom parts of  these closing blocks contained two 
grooves that must have served to guide the rope with which these slabs were lowered 
into position. the limestone of  which these closing blocks are made is much finer than 
the fairly coarse limestone of  the actual tomb, indicating that the closing blocks were 
not hewn out of  the living rock when the shaft was cut, but instead that they were 

16 reisner and Story, Deir el-Bersheh Expedition Diary, entry of  2 may 1915.

Fig.10. entrance to the burial chamber of  shaft 17l04/1a as found by reisner, with the western blocking slab 
in place. eGyc6807 Deir el-bersha: harvard university-boston museum of  Fine arts expedition. 

courtesy museum of  Fine arts, boston (photo mohammed Shadduf, may 2, 1915).
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deliberately transported there from another location. each closing slab was originally 
72 cm wide and 25–30 cm thick. their height was not preserved, but must have been 
at least 1.80 m.

Archaeology 
(M. De Meyer)

During the near century that has passed since reisner excavated shaft 17l04/1a, debris 
had heaped up on the shaft floor up to a height of  about 2 m. to gain safe access to 
the shaft, a small ridge in the south-eastern corner of  the inner room of  tomb 17l04/1 
was first excavated (F1330). most of  the floor space in this room is taken up by dry 
stone walls, constructed by reisner’s men to keep debris at bay in the rear part of  the 
collapsed space. while F1330 mainly contained remains of  packing material of  the 1915 
excavation — such as cotton wool and nails for putting together wooden crates — a few 
small fragments of  the original middle kingdom funerary equipment were recovered 
as well. these finds include faience and steatite beads, small fragments of  decorated 
wooden coffins, and linen mummy wrappings in shreds. remarkably, a small piece of  
the carapace of  a soft-shelled turtle (Trionyx triunguis) was also recovered.17 
 Debris that had fallen into the shaft after the clearance by reisner started at a depth 
of  8.90 m below the ridge. Part of  this debris had shifted into the burial chamber, but 
the latter was otherwise empty. the fill of  the shaft consisted of  limestone rubble and 
sand (F1331) and only a few fragments of  the original middle kingdom burial were 
recovered. these consisted mainly of  wood splinters that had been chipped off the 
corners of  the coffins by tomb robbers to gain access to the mummy and its adornment 
inside. most of  these splinters were undecorated, but a few contained traces of  colour, 
and two had remains of  gold leaf.18 a small number of  fragments with coffin texts in 
black-painted hieratic on a yellow background were also recovered. as these fragments 
were usually too small to identify individual signs, it is certainly impossible to identify 
the spell they once belonged to. however, of  all the coffins that originally stood in 
the burial chamber of  Djehutinakht, these fragments could only have belonged to 
either coffin b3bo, the middle coffin of  lady Djehutinakht, or b8bo, the outer coffin 
of  lady Djehutinakht. these are the only two coffins in the tomb on which coffin 
texts were merely painted instead of  also incised. however, it is unlikely that the 
fragments come from b3bo since that coffin is preserved intact. It is more likely that 
they once belonged to b8bo, which the old excavation photos show was not in a very 
good state of  preservation, with the plaster carrying the decoration seriously flaking 
off.19 this is likely the reason why reisner did not ship this coffin to boston, and its 
present whereabouts are unknown. In addition to the fragments with painted coffin 
texts, only one sliver of  wood with remains of  incised hieratic texts was encountered. 
this fragment could have belonged to b1bo, b2bo, or b4bo — all coffins with incised 
hieratic signs — but its size is too small to identify its exact provenance.

17 Fragmentary remains of  carapaces of  Trionyx triunguis found in several burial contexts at Dayr al-barshā 
are discussed in w. van Neer, m. De meyer, c. Peeters, and h. willems, ‘the role of  animals in the Funerary 
rites at Dayr al-barshā’, JARCE 42 (2005–2006), 69–71.

18 the edges of  the inner and middle coffins of  lady Djehutinakht were originally covered with gold leaf, as 
were probably the edges of  the outer coffin of  governor Djehutinakht: Freed et al., The Secrets of  Tomb 10A, 
130–2.

19 reisner photos a2222–a2223 and a2228–2237, preserved at the mFa in boston.
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 on the floor of  the shaft a number of  faience and steatite tubular beads were recovered, 
as well as four small carnelian ring beads. a concentration of  these beads was found 
near the entrance door to the eastern side chamber. the tubular beads undoubtedly 
belonged to one of  the wesekh collars from the burials, one of  which was reconstructed 
at the mFa.20 the carnelian ring beads are identical in shape, size, and finishing to the 
beads of  a carnelian bracelet that reisner recovered in shaft 10a (mFa 21.10550).
 other remains of  the original middle kingdom burial were sparse. hardly any 
ceramics were found in the shaft fill, but sherds of  a pot stand could be pieced together 
to form an almost complete object.21 three fragments of  a rough limestone offering table 
with at least two basins may have belonged to Djehutinakht’s funerary equipment.22 
Finally, a fragment of  a wooden cylinder with three incised lines near the rim (1331/86) 
may have formed part of  a kohl bottle, but no other fragments of  such a bottle were 
retrieved by reisner. No significant finds occurred inside the burial chamber (F1332), 
which was mainly empty.
 In the northern part of  the shaft, three large crystalline boulders were found on top 
of  a regularly cut limestone block (figs 11 and 12). on a photograph taken in 1915 by 
the reisner mission, all these blocks lie in exactly the same position (fig. 13).23 this 
means that reisner did not move the blocks, probably due to their large size and heavy 
weight. once the three large boulders were removed, the regularly cut block underneath 
them was exposed. this is in fact a closing block of  one of  the side rooms, most likely 
the eastern one. the dimensions of  the block are 68 cm wide, 94 to 98 cm tall, and 22 

20 Freed et al., The Secrets of  Tomb 10A, 144–5.
21 a detailed description will be provided in the ceramological report for this tomb in JEA 99 (2013).
22 another limestone offering table also was recovered by reisner in this shaft (mFa 21.905a).
23 Photograph reproduced in Freed et al., The Secrets of  Tomb 10A, 98, fig. 59; and De meyer and willems, 

Ta-Mery 2, 31.

Fig.11. Shaft 17l04/1a, showing the entrances to both side chambers, the three large boulders 
in the northern part of  the shaft, and the closing block underneath (photo m. De meyer).
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Fig.12. top view of  shaft 17l04/1a, showing the 
three large boulders in the northern part of  the shaft 

and the closing block underneath 
(photo m. De meyer).

Fig.13. view down shaft 17l04/1a after clearing fill in 1915. 
the large wooden panels belong to the outer coffin of  lady 
Djehutinakht. In the northern part of  the shaft, the three 
limestone boulders and the closing block underneath are 
visible. eGyc6800 Deir el-bersha: harvard university-

boston museum of  Fine arts expedition. 
courtesy museum of  Fine arts boston (photograph by 

m. Shadduf, april 30, 1915).

to 29 cm thick. the block thus has a thicker base than top. the smooth side of  this 
block faced upwards, while the other side was left rough. In analogy with the closing 
slabs of  the burial chamber, the smoothly dressed side must have formed the interior 
facing of  the block, while the rough side was exposed to the shaft. moreover, one of  the 
short sides of  the closing block does not stand perpendicular to the long sides, but at 
an angle. the logical presumption is that this angle was cut to follow the slope of  the 
shaft floor, which would mean that this closing block belonged with the eastern side 
room. the only drawback to this interpretation is that the entry to the eastern side 
room is 78 cm wide, while the block only measures 68 cm. the dimensions would be 
more appropriate to close off the western side room — the entrance to which measures 
66 cm — but in that case one is forced to assume that the dressed side of  the stone 
formed the exterior facing, which is unlikely. only one of  the closing blocks of  the side 
chambers was recovered intact. 
 on top of  the closing block, a broken ceramic bowl was found (1331/135/1). to the 
east and west of  the block, deposits of  pottery and bone were recovered in a matrix 
of  pure white limestone debris (1331/133–177; figs 7b and 14). this matrix formed 
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the original fill of  the shaft and had not been disturbed in recent times.24 the pottery 
could be reconstructed as two large meat bowls with rope impressions, one red-slipped 
simple plate, and a small rim fragment of  a hemispherical cup.25 the bones all belong 
to birds: at least three ducks and two cranes.26 Some of  the bones were still articulated, 
but many of  them were dispersed. this indicates that the deposits were not in their 
original location, but had been disturbed at a time when soft tissues still held at least 
part of  the bones together. 
 a number of  mud bricks were also found in this deposit, and reisner describes 
finding them at the bottom of  the shaft as well.27 Perhaps these served a purpose in 
closing off the subterranean rooms. Furthermore a number of  stone hammers were 
found, with green coloured spots on them that are oxidized remains of  a copper chisel. 
these hammers are made of  crystalline limestone and seem to be a tool of  convenience, 
since such boulders are abundantly present on the hill. hammers of  this kind, bearing 
evidence of  contact with a copper chisel, are often encountered at the bottom of  a shaft 
with original fill in Dayr al-barshā, and they seem to have been tossed into the shaft 
after the construction work was finished. 

24 reisner indicates on his sketch of  the fill of  the shaft that about 4 m of  this pure white limestone debris was 
heaped up against the northern shaft wall: reisner and Story, Deir el-Bersheh Expedition Diary, entry of  1 may 
1915.

25 See n. 21.
26 these faunal remains will be discussed in detail in Part 2 of  the report on this tomb in JEA 99 (2013).
27 reisner and Story, Deir el-Bersheh Expedition Diary, entry of  29 april 1915: ‘at the bottom of  the pit in 

front of  the chamber are a number of  mud bricks’.

Fig.14. Deposit of  ceramics and fowl bones surrounding a dislocated blocking stone
 in the northern part of  shaft 17l04/1a (photo m. De meyer).
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 Finally a fragment of  a blue faience scarab seal (1331/157) was found in this deposit 
(fig. 15). the top of  the seal has largely broken off, but little notches indicate it indeed 
had the shape of  a scarab. on the bottom, half  of  the decoration is preserved, which 
shows a vulture (representing Nekhbet of  upper egypt) on a nb-basket. the head 
of  the vulture has broken off, but its typical bent neck is clearly visible. the fact that 
the nb-sign continues leftward in a horizontal line is significant. It indicates that this 
nb-basket was connected to a second one on the left side of  the seal, above which most 
likely a papyrus plant would have been depicted, or less likely a red crown — both being 
symbols of  lower egypt. this type of  decoration is well known before the twelfth 
Dynasty as the ‘true nb.ty motif’.28 In front of  the vulture a semicircle is visible, which 
is likely the bottom part of  an inversed anx-sign.29 ward states that the ‘true nb.ty 
motif’ occurs frequently during the First Intermediate Period, but dies out in the 
twelfth Dynasty. unfortunately the fragment of  this scarab could not be joined with 
fragmentary scarabs from reisner’s excavation preserved at the mFa.

28 w. a. ward, Pre-12th Dynasty Scarab Amulets, with an Appendix on the Biology of  Scarab Beetles by S. I. 
Bishara (Studies on Scarab Seals 1; warminster, 1978), 62–3, 68–72, fig. 15, pl. xii (309–12).

29 compare ward, Pre-12th Dynasty Scarab Amulets, 70, fig. 15 (21–24, with 25 likewise showing an inverted 
anx-sign).

30 Freed et al., The Secrets of  Tomb 10A, 138 and figs 90–1.
31 a detailed report about these human remains will appear in Part 2 of  the report in JEA 99 (2013).
32 Freed et al., The Secrets of  Tomb 10A, 138, fig. 90.

Fig. 15. blue faience scarab seal 1331/157 (photo m. De meyer, drawing j. Stieglitz).

 In addition to the fragments of  closing slabs that were found in both side rooms 
(see above), these rooms yielded a few more items of  interest. In the eastern side room 
(F1333), reisner found four large mud-sealed storage jars.30 During re-excavation, a 
number of  human bones (1331/1) were found right at the entrance to the room against 
the south-western wall.31 these human bones are not visible in reisner’s photo 32 at 
all and seem to have been left there intentionally after tomb 10a was cleared. all the 
long bones were found neatly arranged in the same direction and in between them, 
fragments of  reisner’s packing materials (cotton), old cigarette papers, and scraps of  
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a handwritten arabic letter were found. It is likely that these remains belong to lady 
Djehutinakht.
 In the western side room (F1334) reisner found a number of  wooden sticks,33 of  
which badly deteriorated fragments could still be recovered. Several fragments of  
these sticks have rounded extremities, but otherwise no decoration or any particular 
treatment of  the sticks is visible. In this side room, the only remaining fragment of  a 
tomb model was also recovered, namely one oar of  a wooden model boat.
 traces of  the activities of  the reisner expedition were found throughout the shaft and 
the burial chamber. these consisted of  old matchboxes, cigarette papers (melkonian), 
and a cleaning brush.34 two beeswax candle stubs that were found on the floor of  the 
shaft right next to the entrance to the burial chamber indicate that the excavation in 
1915 was conducted by candle light. circular spots of  dripped candle wax were also 
found in other locations in the shaft and burial chamber, as well as on the closing block 
of  one of  the side rooms that was found in the northern part of  the shaft. Fragments 
of  two handwritten arabic letters and envelopes were recovered, one of  which was 
addressed to the ghafīr of  the khawājā reisner. moreover packing material was found, 
including cotton wool, wood, and nails, showing that reisner packed and boxed some 
of  Djehutinakht’s funerary equipment while still in the shaft before bringing it up, a 
fact also recorded in reisner’s notebook.35

 the clearing of  the tomb of  governor Djehutinakht has thus not only led to a new 
and more accurate architectural study of  the tomb, but due to the discovery of  an intact 
deposit at the bottom of  the shaft, has offered new information about the funerary 
assemblage that was provided for the governor. In Part 2 of  this report in JEA 99 
(2013), the finds in this deposit will be discussed in detail. 

 

33 reisner Photo c6805, published in Freed et al., The Secrets of  Tomb 10A, fig. 97.
34 De meyer and willems, Ta-Mery 2, 38–9.
35 reisner and Story, Deir el-Bersheh Expedition Diary, entry of  12 may 1915.


